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Walking Safaris 
 
A remarkable safari experience for the intrepid adventurer...walking 
safaris in wild Laikipia and Ruaha!   
 
Karisia Walking Safaris in Laikipia, Kenya.  
Head off on a 3, 4 or 5 night walking safari which takes you everyday to a 
new camp set up deep in the Karisia private reserve usually on the banks 
of the Ewaso Nyiro river. Karisia is a truly mobile walking safari. Very 
comfortable camps with excellent fresh food which you look forward to 
after a 3 to 4 hour walk through the bush.  
 
On a recent visit, while having lunch in camp, our expert guide noticed 
that a herd of elephant had come to drink water at the river barely 500 
mtrs from us. We left our lunch in a hurry and walked briskly but carefully 
so as not to alert them. Finally we were 50 mtrs away from this wonderful 
herd of wild elephants on foot watching them drinking and playing in the 
water. Suddenly the wind turned and blew from us to the elephants. In a 
flash the elephants turned around and ran up the bank and disappeared 
into the bush!  
 

Kichaka Walking Safaris Ruaha.   
Ruaha is a fabulous wild park in Southern Tanzania and the game viewing is 
outstanding here. Kichaka operates in the area of Ruaha which is the most 
untouched and wild. There are no permanent camps here and Kichaka is the 
only operation. It is your private paradise! Head off 3, 5 or 7 nights walking 
safari with your expert guides who have lived and worked in Ruaha for 
years. The camps, the food and the guiding are to an impeccable high 
standard.  
 
The thrill and adrenaline rush of encountering a herd of elephants, buffalo, 

giraffe, lion, leopard or wild dogs on foot is incomparable. One can hear 
one's heart beating loudly in the total silence while we are crouching and 
walking to come close to our sighting. And then in that moment when you 
are close both observer and observed suddenly become linked together 
inexorably and seem to merge! And camping under the magnificent canopy 
of stars, sipping your favorite drink around a campfire and listening to the 
sounds of the bush is an awe inspiring experience!  
 
Safari Africa invites you to experience the real Africa... walking safaris in 
Laikipia and Ruaha!  
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